1. Input Leads into WFP
2. Sort all Prospective Leads
3. Assign Recruiter ID Code
4. Generate Prospect Lead Reports
5. Contact Prospects

Recruitment /Fulfillment Services

Conferences/Events

Info Meetings

NEW TEACHER ORIENTATION/NEW TEACHER RECRUITMENT FAIR

CUNET/OTHER INTERNET SOURCES

ALL PARTNERSHIP LEADS

CALL CENTER-EDUINFO

CONFERENCES/EVENTS

INFO MEETINGS

NEW TEACHER ORIENTATION/NEW TEACHER RECRUITMENT FAIR

CUNET/OTHER INTERNET SOURCES

ALL PARTNERSHIP LEADS

CALL CENTER-EDUINFO

Recruitment /Fulfillment Services (WFP) (Triage)

UTEP Counselors

MS/Ed.S Counselors

Doctorate

Recruitment /Fulfillment Services

1. Input Leads into WFP
2. Sort all Prospective Leads
3. Assign Recruiter ID Code
4. Generate Prospect Lead Reports
5. Contact Prospects

Admissions Counselors

1. Input WFP/Qualifying Lead
2. Generate Prospect Lead Reports
3. Contact Leads (email/personal call)
4. Follow-up/Tracking/Advising
5. Conversion>Application>First Registration

Personal Leads

1. Sent to Fulfillment Alias
2. Recruitment/Fulfillment Services inputs lead into WFP.